Business Arts India pvt ltd Telephonic round

L1 round:
Write Manual Test case for Axis bank transfer money to
i) Axis to Axis account
ii) Axis to other bank account
Write both Positive and negative Scenarios

L2 round:
1. Explain about your project and the functionality of it and what framework you have worked
2. Code for dropdown
3. Implicit wait and explicit wait
4. What is POM
5. Explain cucumber framework
6. How will you take screenshot? And what are the keywords used in it
7. What is negative scenario
8. What is smoke testing
9. Difference btw stress, volume and load
10. How will you switch one window to another window
11. Explain system testing
12. What is good test case
13. What is root cause

L1:
Write Manual Test case for KFC admin Login to check all the data and radio buttons
Write Positive and negative Scenarios To check all the radio buttons and checkbox enabled Selenium: code for checkbox and screenshot, radio buttons